Automated, push-button control of volume, tone, and
frequency. Their names represent a catalogue of
personalities. They preside over an alphabet of love.
Every letter standing for a gift of self you’ll be proud to
stand behind. And this is only the beginning.
Fade in

There is a large expanse of open water. We are in the
South Pacific, as far away from land as anywhere on
the planet. Still, we see a pack of swimmers and
a few boats. Moving, continuously, and in tandem. They
are searching. They’ve been searching for months.
Fade out

Commercial implications guide any relevant contemporary
meaning of love. Describing two portraits in a marketing
campaign seems trivial. Crafted to seduce, they imply
a smouldering romance.
You may find anthropomorphic shapes feminine or sexual.
You may associate these with a personal construction of
love. You’d overlook the rare and generous act of building
space to rest and be oneself. Value is transactional, after
all. ‘If I sit down here, what do you want from me?’
We should argue the ethical and political merits of why
that is so. We must question how our perspective on
emotion remains stuck in the well-worn grooves of our
personal and social histories. It remains that our replies
to the subject of love assume its implicit growth potential—
that the future promises more love than is present.
Fade in

Our seafaring investigation completed its canvass. They
have discovered nothing. An atmosphere of incompletion
envelops everyone, an invisible fog of disappointment.
The group’s journey home has endured for more than
thirteen weeks. The route is long and exhausting. They
return around the continental extremities and pass from
one ocean to the next.
One of the trailing swimmers pauses for a moment. There
is no time for any individual to rest more than that.
At the rear of the pack, this is especially so. The pace of
travel is constant and unceasing.
The swimmer stares out toward the horizon, away from
the late-morning sun. They see the coast of a distant
island, a half-day’s journey further from an instant
calculation. It’s along their route. Preparing to continue,
taking a last glance at the far-off shore—they hesitate.
Fade out
( E N T R ’A C T E )

A series of irresponsible questions on responsibility
What is the relationship between character and
personality?
Does an actor in moving images have more responsibility
in assuming their role than a still-image model? Does
participation demand more accountability in a television
advertisement than on a fashion runway?
Is your answer more true now than at earlier phases of
those media?
When sampling media, does the sampler have an obligation
to its original message? To the personality and politics of
the actor or model?

Can the human creation of physical space ever be irrefutable?
Humble?
Will the reclamation of public realms become consistently
more righteous than its last construction?
How can you trust my writing? Moreover—what are my
intentions in leading you down this path? What certitude or
prerogative can I possess on these subjects?
Fade in

The shape of the object is impossible. Its scale is incredible,
in the definition that it is beyond belief or comprehension.
This polyhedron rises from the rocks and sand with
uncountable hexagonal sides. Long, four-sided panels of
unknown composition fill out each face, shaded in a spectrum
of warm, gunmetal tones.
We are frightened. We want to touch it.
Fade out

An exhibition is a point on a continuum.
The lives of objects precede and follow individual events.
An ashtray, pill, shoe, or carton you find on the pavement
appears discarded. Yet, they arrived in that place for
a reason. Some part of them will endure.
Objects’ solid-state matter continuously self-chronicles
with chemical technology preceding any digital blockchain.
Their confluence and your coexistence distinguish this
moment. We stand where a collective flow of mortal forms
beget flickers of mechanical joys.
Castes of consciousness are divided and maintained
through network access, data mining, and social control.
Industrial entities refer to metalife beyond the body,
prematurely arriving us into science fiction. The present
moment draws no concern to them. Nor does the sensorial
and emotional affect that this quickening engenders.
Fade in

Years later, its technology is manifest. The object’s
projection stands to the side of every gathering and
conversation. Its ethereal vision seems the same size and
impossible shape, no matter the context, contravening
every physical law.
The object is present in every room, in every town. It has
not moved, it is not actually wherever it appears. Yet its
image is eminent and real.
Occasionally, it beeps. No one has discovered why.
The widespread conventional wisdom is that the object
isn’t dangerous, and poses no threat, resisting the deep
skepticism humanity tends to foster. There is no real
evidence, and its meaning is undetermined. However,
I poked it several times. In part from boredom, in part
from consternation.
My finger still hurts.
Fade out
(C O DA )

Here I just know, lamenting my needless obstacle.
Pardon, quiet revolution starters.
Testing upstanding voices while Xanadu yielded zero.

Text by J.L. Murtaugh
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A Bad Mood Without a Kiosk and Kitchen
(Lara), 2020
Concrete, plaster, wood, pigment, paint
B Bad Mood Without a Kiosk and Kitchen
(Romana), 2020
Wood, paint
C Bad Mood Without a Kiosk and Kitchen
(Juliana with Capitals), 2020
Concrete, wood, pigment, paint
D Untitled (Couple), 2021
Wood, cement, polystyrene
E Speaking with Hands and Feet
(Marička), 2019
Concrete, wood, pigment, paint
F Walls 1 and Walls 2, 2021
Posters, paint, glue
G Untitled, 2021
Wood, cement, polystyrene
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1 Saša, 2022
Pigment print

Basement

F

2 Nataša, 2022
Pigment print
3 Smiling Woman (La Gioconda), 2014
Lenticular print
4 Lucy In The Sky
(The More I Make Love The More I Want
To Make Revolution), 2017/2022
Printed wallpaper, vinyl wall sticker
5 Sketches for a publication “The Godess”, 2022
Laserprint
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Maruša Sagadin recently exhibited at Christine König Galerie (Vienna AT) and Southbank Centre (London UK). Her new monograph A Happy Hippie
was published by Spector Books (Leipzig DE). Maruša was born in Ljubljana and lives in Vienna.
Marge Monko recently exhibited at Kai Art Center (Tallinn EE) and Museum Folkwang (Essen DE) alongside many others. She publishes a monograph
this year with Lugemik (Tallinn EE). Marge was born in Tallinn and lives in Tallinn.

